Spring 2017 Scholar’s List

Undergraduate students attempting at least 3 credit hours during the semester and earning a grade-point average of 3.60 or greater

Dean of Arts and Sciences

LaVonne Amanns
Joseph Battaglia
Brian Bolton
Alexander Brann
Benjamin Brauch
Adelle Brennan
Michelle Brenner
Mia Brown
Nancy Castleman
Julie Davin
Josh Engle
Peter Enzweiler
DeAnna Erdmann

Sarah Evans
Heather Gerding
Jason Gilliam
Wendy Guevara
Molly Gustin
Megan Haley
Andrew Harrigan
Danielle Hensley
Bobbie Joering
Robert Johnson
Bridget Kelley
Kelsey Kreke
Karin Lawson

Thomas Luggen
Kathy Patterson
Haris Ramic
Suzanne Ritchie
Lisa Romie
Billy Rose
Connie Seiter
Amy Sterrett
Jovani Trollinger
Kimberly Wiley
Melissa Williams
Carole Ziegler

Department of Biological Sciences

Alexis Bradford
Charles Cole
Patrick Counts

Stephanie Dean
Emily Paul
Chrisula Stone

Terri Van Dyke
Ashley Wentworth

Department of Chemistry

Ashley Conners

Candice Van Loveren
Geis

Department of English

Kalie Faul
James Fitch
Zoffia Groh

Melanie Hall
William Lindsey
Alexis Mains

Sandra Scarletta
Alvena Stanfield
Andrew Walker
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Department of History & Geography

Joshua Altman  Whitney Hutchins  Sandra Scarletta
Nancy Burke  Shirley Oaks  Nicholas Stofko
Robert Coleman  Katie Rader
Peter Dreissig  Michael Reynolds

Department of Mathematics & Statistics

Benjamin Brauch  Anna Sheaf

Department of Physics, Geology, & Engineering Technology

Hugh Gores  Amanda Manning  Joseph Kibbee
Robert Hastings  Colyn Siekman  Kimberly Lail

Department of Political Science, Criminal Justice, & Organizational Leadership

Afshan Ahmad  Lori Cruse  Kenneth Lovelace
Saki Akao  Randi Deakle  Melinda Lyons
Kathy Amanns  Zane Decker  Jennifer Martin
Brian Anthonissen  Minh Ngoc Do  Leann McGlone
Jacqueline Appel  Gary Downs  Diedra Mcneal
Leslie Archambeault  Kathleen Durchholz  Kimberly Meyers
Matthew Beierle  Amber Fuller  James Mills
Robert Bien  Nicholas Gamble  Gary Moore
Shelby Bishop  Lacey Gerdes  Susan Moore
Andrea Brown  Logan Gindele  Katie Neuspickel
Timothy Brown  Maureen Glenn  Christina Parian
Kimberly Cain  Jessica Glover  Cynthia Parker
Brian Caldwell  Devon Grant  Jonna Parsons
Ruby Causey  Evan Hinzman  Joseph Powers
Linda Classen  Kalia Howell  Stephanie Pryor
Kimberly Coffman  Jeremy Hurm  Gregory Rabe
Jennifer Cox  Nicholas Isaacs  Sarah Ratliff
Tramps Craig  Barbara Jackson
Christopher Creighton  Nyoka Johnson
Sarah Creighton  Matthew Ketron
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Suzanne Ritchie          Laura Stricker          Becky Wiethern
Shauna Ryan              Brendan Sullivan        Erin Wilkerson
Christopher Schneider   Andrew Turner           Kelsey Willenborg
Amanda Shaw              Stephanie Vohland       Jamie Willhoff
Cory Shelton             Natasha Warner          Alia Woods
Kevin Singleton          Sheila Watson           Jeanette Wright
Amy Sterrett             Terrence White          Jane Zembrodt

Department of Psychological Science

Tabitha Adams            Mollie Hampton         Cortney Stone
McKenna Allison          Kristin Huff           Shane Tomes
SiennaMarisa Brown       Cara O’Connor          Adrianne Underhill
Elizabeth Clegg           Frances Perkins       Adam Zarnowski
Alexandra Delane         Katherine Ruark
Stephanie Fox            Sean Shumate

Department of Sociology, Anthropology, & Philosophy

SiennaMarisa Brown       April Hester            Brendan Sullivan
James Clark              Cassandra penley         Monica Wendeln
Megan Gould              Michael Spaulding

School of the Arts

Music
Katherine Hahnel         Patrick Weiler

Theatre & Dance
Gabriela Barbosa Gonzalez
Elizabeth Joos
Kyle Thurston

Visual Arts
Jessica Beamer
Dixie Anne Bonenfant
Heather Conley
Teresa Dixon
Nick Hess
Chelsea Holcomb
Rachel Mills
Liam O’Connell
Brandon Parker
Charity Rust-Jordan

Angela Schaffer
Luke Schutzman
Sarah Sears
Joshua White
Anthony Zuccala